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1. OBJECTIVES:
o To define the optimal

setup for analog-based

methods (ABMs)

o To test the adaptation

to different terrain types  

and the impact of the

starting model 

o To perform the

spectral analysis

4. RESULTS

o Analog ensembles should contain around 15 members. The AN exhibits the highest rank correlation

coefficient (RCC), while KF and KFAN are almost unbiased (Fig.4.)

o The ABMs (AN, ANM, KFAN and KFAS) reduce the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and the bias

significantly better than the model and the KF (Fig. 4.,5), while improving correlation.  This is regardless of

the starting model and the terrain type (Fig. 5.)

o The ABMs adapt well to the different terrain types and the best results are achieved for the coastal

stations (Fig.5.)

o The KF algorithm affects only the large scale flows. The ABMs improve model underestimation of the

longer-than-diurnal (LTD) motions in the coastal area and in the nearly flat terrain. The higher-resolution 

models generally contain more energy - less situations with under-predicting LTD motions. The KFAS

method is superior to other ABMs because it maintains the modeled energy for shorter-than-diurnal part of 

the power spectra, while it improves both under- and overestimation of the LTD motions (Fig.7.) 

5. SUMMARY: Analog-based methods adapt well to the different terrain types, reducing the starting model error and bias.  The

forecasting of the longer-then-diurnal motions is improved. Each tested analog-based method has its strengths and weaknesses, therefore

the choice of the exact method depends on the envisaged purpose. 

Fig.1. a) The ALADIN model domains and terrain – large with 8 km (A8) and small with 2 km horizontal grid spacing (A2,

DA). b) Topography and spatial distribution of the stations divided in 3 groups: (coastal complex group I - red, mountain

complex group II - blue; continental area group III - yellow markers).

3. ANALOG-BASED METHODS (ABM): For each lead time of a current prediction ABM search the most similar past numerical weather prediction (NWP) in

the training period, considering several variables forecasted within a timeframe. For N most similar past NWPs in the training period the corresponding measurements are

chosen, thus making the analog ensemble (AE). Then, the mean (AN) or the median (ANM) of the AE can be forecasted. Also, the ABM can be combined with the Kalman

filter (KF) approach, creating the KFAN (Kalman Filter applied to AN forecasts) or the KFAS (Kalman Filter in Analog Space) forecast (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).

2. DATA:   Training period:  2010-2011;     Testing: 2012

 Starting models: 

o A8 (ALADIN 8 km HR, 37 levels; 240 x 216 grid points; 

72-h forecast, 3-h output; hydrostatic)

o A2 (ALADIN 2 km HR, 37 levels; 450 x 450 grid points; 

24-h forecast; 1-h output; non-hydrostatic)

o DA (Dynamical adaptation 2 km HR, 15 levels; 450 x 450 

grid points; 72-h forecast, 3-h output; hydrostatic)

 14 stations  3 groups (Fig.1.): 

1. Coastal complex (high wind speed)

2. Mountain complex terrain (the highest altitude, low w. s.)

3. Continental area (the lowest wind speed)

Fig.4.: a) The RMSE b) the RCC, and c) the bias dependency on

number of analog ensemble members (N) for the AN, the ANM and

the KFAN forecasts (A8 starting model). The results are averaged

over all of lead times and locations during 2012. The results are then

compared to the A8 model, the KF and the KFAS forecasts, which do

not depend on N. The mean values of the 95% bootstrap confidence

intervals are indicated by the error bars.

Fig.7. : The power spectral density (PSD) of the observed 10-m wind speed, starting model forecasts (A8, A2 and

DA) and the corresponding post-processing methods (KF, AN, KFAN and KFAS) for stations Jasenice (coastal),

Dubrovnik (coastal), Ogulin (mountain) and Osijek (continental terrain) during year 2012.

Fig.2. The scheme for the KFAN forecasts: The last member of the AN time series is

created, while previously issued AN forecasts are saved. The AN is hereby the mean

of the N-member ensemble (i. e. N=4). The KF is then applied to the time series of

the AN values and the real time measurements, recursively giving the highest weight

to the most recent AN (i.e. closest in time).

Fig.3. The scheme for the KFAS forecasts: The entire time series of previously

issued model forecasts (analogs) are sorted by their similarity to the current

model forecast, thus forming an analog space. Then, the KF is applied to the

analogs and the corresponding measurements in the analog space, giving the

most weight to the most similar forecast.
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Fig.5. : The RMSE (a-d), the RCC (e-h) and the bias (i-l) for three different

starting models and the corresponding post-processing methods (KF, AN,

KFAN and KFAS). The results are averaged over three groups and over all

available locations during 2012. The 95% bootstrap confidence intervals are

indicated by the error bars.


